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The premise of this thesis is to use a large volume in order to create a public
space, a new city scape in a city park. The focus of the thesis proposal is on
the ability of an urban site project to resonate beyond the imposed limits of a
park (the "Esplanade") caught in between the Charles River and the busy
express way of Storrow Drive in Boston. The aim is to integrate the large-scale
sports complex into a cityscape which can thus evolve positively whilst
respecting the skyline of Boston and the surrounding city.
The study attempts to design an Olympic Velodrome (indoor cylcing arena that
will be one of the vendors or the bidding of the Boston Olympics in the year
2008), in an urban setting park on the Charles River edge(meeting point of the
Atlantic Ocean) without destroying the life of the town, its physical presence
should accompany it. The urban question posed by the velodrome facility
project involves presence and absence.
The Velodrome's juxtapostion with the public space reexamines the space of
transition, which is caught in between the public (spectators) and private
(athletes) realms. Using the Velodrome as a point of departure, the proposal
seeks to develop an architecture that functions simultaneously as both an
urban connector for public (runners, rollerbladers, cyclers, etc) and a localizing
element that enables the re-definition of the movement in free-form landscape.
This proposal operates at urban, architectural, and bodily scales to provide a
forum of exploration. Formally, the architectural configuration seeks to come
bet-ween the meta-morphosis of the surrounding landscape topography,
suggesting an alternative contextualism that maintains a specific relationship
to the water-front and the city, while emerging as a unique and discrete
relationship of speed, time, and precision driven Velodrome. The goal of
the design will be to resolve the large scale standard dimensions of the
velodrome and how the architecture can negotiate between the private
(velodrome) and public recreational activities generated by the speed driven
program.
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Introduction
The city of Boston is looking to bid for the Olympic Games of the year 2008. Boston, a very well known sports
city in the world, is also the home of the Boston Celtics, the Patriots, the Bruins, and the Red Sox. To host an
Olympic, a city requires many stadiums and arenas for each discipline. One of the necessary venue is a track
cycling race. This high-speed performance driven sport is raced in a place called velodromes. Velodrome is an
oval-shaped track that is constructed in wood, concrete, asphalt, or occasionally grass or dirt. I was intriqued by
the essence of the sports, the precision, speed, and the record times that splits hair. Moreover the velodrome as an
building in its self has a wide range of architectural challenges. For instance, the amount of light that enters
the building and the accoustical considerations were calculated with extreme precision just like the sport. The
challenges in designing a space with meticulous detail and the method of construction of the tracks were of a point of
departure for this research.
I began by researching the history of the sport. Mostly here in the United States, but in Europe as well. Examining
the history meant examining the cylcing history and the velodromes. People are often surprised to learn that
bicycle track racing in the United States has a long history.
During the early days of bicycling, as far back as the turn of the century, track cycling was just as popular in America
as it is now in Europe, the undisputed track racing capital of the world. By the time the "Roaring '20's" rolled around,
indoor track racing had become one of the nation's most popular spectator sports, drawing enormous, celebrity-filled,
capacity crowds in such huge stadiums and auditoriums as Madison Square Garden in New York City, and the
Chicago Stadium, and the like.
But, unfortunately, just as sports can grow in popularity, they can also fall out of favor, and that's just what
happened to track racing in the USA during the late 1930's and early 40's. The decline was principally brought
about by two things; the rapid development of the internal combustion engine, and the wide scale production of
automobiles on an enormous scale. As the
American public discovered the thrills of the automobile, the bicycle was soon all but forgotten, and bicycle track
racing lost its former position as the nation's number one spectator sport. Incredibly, virtually all of the hundreds
of indoor bicycle tracks in the country were torn down during this dark period, and most of the outdoor tracks
were demolished as well. America had completely turned its back on track cycling.
Then gradually, in the late 1950's and early '60's, the public's interest in track cycling was slowly revived.
A half-dozen bicycle tracks were constructed in America during the 1960's alone, and yet, even so, when the
cycling boom of the 1970's got underway, the US could claim only nine world-class tracks in the entire country!
Today, as all forms of bicycle racing are growing in popularity, velodromes are very slowly being built again
in many States.
However, there are only about 40 outdoor velodromes across the Nation, but no indoor velodromes. When
Atlanta hosted the Games in 1996, a temporary velodrome was erected and later taken down.
The nearest velodrome for Boston is Lehigh, PA. As a possible bidder for the Olympic Games, building a
velodrome is a must for Boston and WHERE ventured into a further investigation.
Some of the investigation resulted in finding out that the Olympic Committee in Boston is proposing the city of
Worcester as a prime site for a velodrome venue for Boston. The desire to present a feasible site for this large-
scale stadium resulted in the following outline.
1. site in urban Boston 2. site where identifies with the velodrome program 3. site where urban scale is dominant
4. site where becomes a connector to other natural phenomena and the city
This thesis then became a process of understanding the site and its relationship to the city formally and a
program that is defined with precision and speed. The selection of a site was one issue, but developing a
thesis from such a defined program was a whole new problem. Stadium designs are contrained into the
standard dimensions required by the disciplines of the repective sports. Usually, an important sports building
would stand alone tall, out of scale and as a result demolishing the city scape.
My intent is to use a large volume stadium in order to create a public space, a new cityscape in a a visible place in
the city. A place where visibilty is not pondered twice. The focus of this thesis is on the ability of an urban site
project to resonate beyond the imposed limits of a given site. Secondly, I was interested in the duality of private
(veldodrome-in this case) and the public(spectator) within the program.
This proposal operates at urban, architectural, and bodily scales to provide a forum of exploration. Formally, the
architectural configuration seeks to come bet-ween the meta-morphosis of the surrounding landscape topography,
suggesting an alternative contextualism that maintains a specific relationship to the city, while emerging as a
unique and discrete relationship of speed, time, and precision driven Velodrome. The goal of the design will be to
resolve the large scale standard dimensions of the velodrome and how the architecture can negotiate between the
private (velodrome) and public recreational activities generated by the speed driven program.
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The oval tracks used for bicycle track racing are called velodromes (VEL-o-dromes). They can be found indoors
or outdoors, with surfaces of wood boards, plywood, concrete, asphalt, aluminum, and occasionally grass or
dirt. There is no standard for velodrome length in any cycling governing bodies rules, so they vary in length from
100 to 500 meters (or more) with 250, 333.3 and 400 meters being the most common. Some of the truly "portable"
tracks, like the 150 meter 50 degree banked VandeDrome, are small enough to fit in the area of a basketball court
and can be assembled in a new location in about a day.
All velodromes are essentially oval in shape, with straight sections linked by two curved end sections. Bicycle track
races are always run in a counterclockwise direction, so all turns are to the left. The turns on a velodrome are usually
"banked," or constructed at an angle, and the banking on some of the shorter tracks can reach such incredible
angles that it would seem impossible for anyone to ride a bike on them. The centrifugal force generated by
the rider's speed, however, usually keeps them firmly glued to the track's surface no matter how
steep the banking may be.
The area inside the track is called the "infield," and is used as a warm-up area for riders and as a staging areafor competitors, coaches and officials. Encircling the infield just at the inner edge of the track is a flat paved
surface called the "apron." This can be used as a warm-uparea, a place for mounting and dismounting your
bike, or as a run-off area for exiting the track in case of an accident.
Lines painted on the track that run around the full oval demarcate certain areas of the surface, offer
measurement information and safe haven for riders under racing and training situations.
The first line on the surface is a foot-wide sky blue band at the bottom of the track where the apron meets the
riding surface. This marking,usually called simply 'the blue band' marks area that is 'out of bounds' during
racing. Passing below or advancing position while on the blue band on laps where a sprint under contention
is against the rules, and penalized by giving the rider a placing at the back of the pack, or relegation.
The second line, usually black, runs immediately above the blue band and is called the "pole", or
"measurement" line, being the lowest part of the racing surface and along which the length of the track is
measured. Some 70 centimeters up the track from the pole line is another line, usually red, called the "
sprinter's line." The area between the pole and sprinter's line is called the "pole," or "sprinter's" ane and is
used in the control of the very popular "Match Sprint" event.
About halfway up the track is another line, blue in color. Called the "stayer's line," it's used as a safety
measure in team racing, motorpaced events and training to allow safe passage of racers at speed below
the line and slower riders above on the track simultaneously.
track races:
There are many different events, each with its own set of very detailed rules.
Kilometer, or 1000 Meter Time Trial
Match Sprint
Tandem Sprint
Olympic Sprint
Individual Pursuit
Team Pursuit
Mass Start or Scratch race
Points Race
Miss and Out
Motorpace
Keirin
Madison
Handicap
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Berlin's Velodrome, an excellent facility for sport and other events, lets spectators, organizers and athletes rave
about the atmosphere and versatility. The velodrome, situated on LandsbergerAllee in the Prenzlauer Berg section,
was designed by French architect Dominique Perrault. From 1950 until 1989 the site in exactly the place of the
former "Werner-Seelenbinder-Halle" was an internationally renowned winter track venue.
The venue has a capacity of 6,400 seats for cycle events and 10,000 seats for a Six-Day-Race. The capacity of the
velodrome can be increased for pop concerts to a maximum of 11,000. A major feature of the venue is a direct link via
bridge and tunnel to the subway station LandsbergerAllee. This provides spectators with an easy access to the
venue and guarantees an environmentally friendly transportation of masses of spectators.
The site is split into two parts, one forming an area running along Storkower Street with the shopping center and the
railway station, the other planted with fruit trees forming an orchard which will house the pool and the cycle track.
In the middle of this new park, the sports buildings will be embedded in the ground. It is the intention of Perrault to
gently incorporate major facilities within this landscape, without impinging on the local life of the neighborhood, but
making a positive contribution to its development.
This is a project which deals with the relationship between nature and town, and involves the absence of architecture,
in the academic sense of the term. These valuable, vibrant objects have their own particular existence within a
jewel-box-like setting of greeness, where there is neither violence nor exclusion. 7
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The Manchester Velodrome - its form, materials and imagery - relates to speed and the sport of bicycle racing.
Its form - the shape of a cyclist's helmet -was generated by the elliptical sahpe of a Siberian pine racing track, which
switchbacks up into the curved corners at opposite ends of the bowl and drops ata pitch of 42 degrees to catapult the
cyclists back onto the straight. The track is supported on timber trusses at 0.5m centers with a track pit underneath
for maintenance. The track is a simple though sophiscated box whose net like roof evokes the rugged charm of certain
of certain 19th century factory buildings and the excitement anything to do with speed generates in a century that
epitomises technological progress. The two 3500 seater stands mark out the curve of the wooden track that twists
and turns like a piece of ribbon to simulate an uneven outdoor surface.
The Estadio de Atletismo de la Comunidad de Madrid is also called peineta or comb.
For crowds accustomed the rough and tumble of athletes struggling to set new records, Cruz
and Ortiz's rather unconventional stadium conjured up the coquettishness of a decorative
accesory which, in Spain has, still epitomises female seductiveness. Like a comb in the
hair of flamengo dancer, the great tilted wheel of the stand creates a dramatically
unconventional image that anticipates the agony and the ecstacy of athletcs event. To
ensure a clear pattern of circulation routes, the spectator access ramps are inside the
curved perimeter walls pierced by a cryptic arrangementsof windows.
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The Centro di ginnastica ritmica ad Alicante by Enric Mirralles and Carme Pinos is a container that imitates the
acrobatic circumvolutions of the discipline and maximises the impact of an architecture based on contrasts and
syncopated gestures. In the Mediterranean landscape of Alicante -Spain's south coast city where a venerable sporting
tradition is kept fresh by frequent successes - the new facility looks from a distance like a piece of futuristic gymnastic
equipment: a criss-cross of steel parallel bars, arduous up-rights and agile meshwork parabolas resembling a technological
beetle preparing to take wing. The sports facilities are laid out beneath the canopy in two main areas - an events room and
a training room -with supplementary service, office and recreational areas. Under its imposing steel shell, the interior
design develops freely in an astonishing deconstructivists performance that continually lashes the air, as if
seeking to tap the agile elegance required of gymnasts.
In the Delft University Library, Mecanoo has created a building that does not look like a building at all from the outside.
The ground is folded slightly upwards creating a gently sloping grassy hill. Underneath it a space has been created for the
new library os that the assembly hall remains surrounded by open space. The lawn on the roof of the library can be
walked on; and students can sit and relax there when the weather permits.
9
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Chemnitz Athletic Stadium designed by Peter Kulka is free and amor-
phous form that wraps around the stadium like a membrane system. The
design is of a light weight steel membrane structure that is on steel
columns providing a open giant canopy over the stands. Significantly, the
stadium is juxstaposed with essentially three layers: light membrane roof
structure, free-formed stands, and the ground. The layer investigation
that Kulka uses is one of the methods I would implore to begin the
process of this thesis design.
10
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The Bari Stadium designed by Renzo Piano is by definition a container: a space to be filled with events and the
people who watch them. So the stadium in Bari is a project where space plays a highly significant role. It has
been treated in two ways: as the tension between solids and viods, and as the tension between the form of the
construction and the form of the place. It is an investigation of the expressive properties of empty space: the
stadium is characterized by cuts, compressions, and expansions that give the void a leading role. Another
significant theme is the relationship between the form of the constructed object and the form of the place,
between impermanence and the permanence of the typology. The stadium stands at the center of an artificial
hollow, reminiscent of the crater of a volcano. The soccer field is an incision, in accordance with the
tradition of the Greek theatre, the arena is sunk into the ground (the field is set 2m below ground level).
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Kansai Airport by Renzo Piano is a structure with undulating, asymetrical lines, and yet the exposed beams are repeated
with the regular pattern of a filigree. It is laid out on several levels, which unexpectedly give rise to a single large atrium at
the center. It is a construction where vegetation penetrates from the outside, invading the passenger arrival areas; the first
welcome to Japan. I was particulary interested in Renzo's use of the undulating steel space frame (glider) that ultimately
defines the shape of the building, but not dominating the entire space. The airport spreads over the island like a glider;
the archetypal flying machine, the missing link between ground and airplane. The shape of the glider is clearly
visible in the plan. Access roads delineate the two large tail fins. The main block is the fuselage. The embarkation
terminlas are wings that spread out to embrace the island, in a sort of symbolic clasp.
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The Train Station of Stadelhofen in Zurich by Santiago Calatrava was observed because of his invention and
elaboration of unprecedented architectonic components and the amplification of civil engineering commission so as to
convert technological artifacts into 'place forms' and to conceive these forms as monumental interventions with which
to enagage the topographic and operational potential of the existing urban fabric. The combination between
concrete and steel and the way in which the tensile steel is often displaced from the interior of the reinforced concrete
so as to allow it to pass through its hollow form as a visible restraining force. This design turns on a reinforced
concrete earth-work cutting into which is threaded two continuous canopies, at an upper and lower level. The upper
level canopy, ste on an original rampart line, provides for continuous glass covered, panoramic promenade
over the city. 11
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Finally, Pier Luigi Nervi's works were studied because of the elegant
structural solution in the many stadiums he had built. Nervi introduced
a new type of reinforced concrete-layers of fine steel mesh sprayed
with cement mortar. His best-known and most influential work is the
Palazetto dello Sport (1960) in Rome. This building has a scalloped
concrete dome with Y-shaped supports and has become a model for
20th-century sports arenas.
above: The Coloseum in Rome
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below: aerial map of the site
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05.1 history of the site
The s'te chosen for the proposed velodrome is the existing Charles River Bank Park
al g the "Esplanade" of Boston. This park is caught in between the Charles River
nd Storrow Drive. Today, the high-speed Storrow Drive isolates the park from the city
despite the well-known Esplanade, the running, roller-blading, and biking trail along
the river which is physically connected to the park and its aproximity to the Science
Museum of Boston and the Hat-shell area. The current park has an outdoor
swimming pool that is in operation three months during the year, parking, an open
field, and few outdoor tennis courts. Moreover, due to Storrow Drive's speed, to
access the park is an anomoly on foot. Nevertheless, the park has two nearest T-stops,
a major stop at the Mass General Hospital (Charles/MGH) and ofcourse the Science
Museum of Boston.
Another reason why the current park is detached from the city is the wall of buildings on
the south side of the site. The MGH buildings dominates and buffers a connection from
the city to the waterfront.
Before the site was converted into a park, it was non-existent. It was the Charles River.
The cutting down of the hills and filling during the late 1700's dominated the morphology
of this area during that period and the nostalgia still remains today in the presence of the
river. The only remnant of a hill is Beacon Hill, a vicinity to this site.
prominence:
This site is very prominent within the city of Boston with numerous "forces" that acts
upon as a derivative components in the site analysis in the ensueing page (p.15).
Presently, the park is used as a place to pass rather than to stop and enjoy the promi-
nent views that the site has to offer. Conversely, the views to the site at the axis are
some of the discoveries that I made.
The views that offer from the park include:
1. the museum of science of boston
2. bunker hill memorial
3. skyline of boston
4. atlantic ocean
5. charles river
6. beacon hill
7. cambridge
8. MGH
The park is also an "end-point" or the "beginning-point" for handful of important compo-
nents. One, this is the last chunk of land the Charles River encounters before it meets
the Atlantic Ocean harbor or just the opposite. Two, there is a close encounter also with
the city of Cambridge, where the city meets Boston, not by a bridge, but by land. Three,
this is the park where the running, roller-blading, and biking trail begins or terminates.
Finally, the park is also a major gateway entrance to Boston or a departure from Boston
heading north or south on Interstate-93 highway.
14 above: current aerial map
Ag. 69. The Colton map of 85 5
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05.2 site analysis:force diagrams site analysis
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The definition of the forces that generate this site will then enable me to design a place of speed, place, and transition.
objectives:
01. determine forces that correlate to the velodrome program: speed, light, time, accoustics, etc.
02. use the site to convey the dynamics of velodrome
03. determine preliminary urban gesture
04. determine land-use
05. determine views
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above: views of the longfellow bridge on the charles above: skyline of boston from the site
05.3 site analysis:la rgercontext
below: site - larger context showing the Esplanade along the Charles River
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01. boston science museum
02. mass general hospital
03. running path along the espla-
above: view looking east from the existing parking
lot from the park
below: view of the site from cambridge side
below: view from storrow drive
01
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05.4 site
site model scale: 1" 4 80.00'
01 01
above: view of the site from longfellow bridge
01. site
02. charles river
03. longfellow bridge
04. mass general hospital
05. existing swimming pool
06. storrow drive
below: overview of the site
o d e I
below: overview of the site
04 01
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06.1 studies at a conceptual level
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below: early diagrammatic section (in connection
with city scape)
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01. velodrome complex
02. swimming pool comlex
03. landscape berm
below: plan at conceptual level
002@ 02 03
My thesis design process is about exploration and non-linear. It is a out explorations into the psych - a process of discovery
and investigation resulting in an unfinished product. The sketches and models at the conceptual level was an initial studies
into a vision for the thesis. Through these methods of generating from within a set of contraints and defining sections and in
plan I attempted to generate an orientation of the velodrome and other possible sports complex programs. With the existing
yet not much used swimming pool complex, I attempted to propose a new pool complex along with the velodrome.
20 The starting point were sectional sketches where I would define the velodrome demarcations and its relationship to the city and
the waterfront. I started with a gestural move that I would accoustically separate the velodrome from the busy Storrow
Drive. I had intervened by creating a berm along the edge of the site against the Storrow Drive. By raising the berm, I
intended to sink the velodrome below grade. In the process of producing diagrammatic sections and model, I added
more specific site characteristics slowly increasing the complexity of the directional moves derived from the force
analysis. Moreover, the notion of exploration into a vision for continuity on the urban scale resulted in the following
objectives:
1. velodrome and swimming pool building mass will be examined by several sketch studies and models. The massing
will respond to the scale of the MGH and the entire site. The massing will increase the scale of the building but
01
maintain sensitivity to the existing city scape and the waterfront.
2. ramp system would be a connector device from the public to velodrome.
3. ramp system would be free-flowing form like the surrounding landscape
4. ramp system would be the protector device for velodrome
5. views and exposures will begin to organize the planning of the ramp system and velodrome (inside and out)
above: conceptual plan showing the layer of free-formed ramps
surrounding the velodrome
preliminary conceptual schemes:
schemel: early scheme of searching for oval geometry for velodrome.
scheme2: early scheme of searching for oval geometry for velodrome and square for the pool.
scheme3: berm defining the edge of the site of Storrow Drive side. ramps emerging, transforming, and peeling off and
into the building.
scheme4: whole site raised and buildings embedded in the ground completely.
21
below:'eom m06.2 scale and proportion issue
below: velodrome model scale - 1" = 80.00' below: sectionalsketches
ramp My conceptual design is at the process where architectural form is not yet determined, but building systems through
persepctive drawings here and models at different scales are being defined. Issues of how one might access into the
velodrome from landscape ramp system or from the park and how one might enter the park from the city by a
bicycle, car, and the T are different, but work cohesively within the design.
The persepctive drawing above is a view from the outdoor transition space plaza between the park (public) and the
velodrome (private). The concrete leg showing in the middle is the landscape ramp system that brings pedestrians into
the velodrome complex or a connector to the rest of the landscape park.
22
06.3 continuities at the larger scale
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06.3 prelimnary sections
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06.5 program defined 06.5 program defined
program defined:
As intention and reference enact between themselves a complex, but circular relationship, so the velodrome is
complex as the public and private are intertwined. This binds the landscape ramps to the latter, and language to the struc-
tures of the former. The architectural theme of "connection/efficiency" is expressed in the manipulations of the circulatory
ramp structure, which graphically forms a connective tissue between the outside and the inside foyers as one enters the
velodrome (private).
velodrome 7000 - 9000 capacity (high performance wooden track, international standard)
changing rooms, administration offices, athlete's rooms, VIP rooms, conference rooms, cafes, restaurants,
foyers,
velodrome's lobby (auxilliary program):
lobby, ticket booths, video conference rooms, library, possible bicycle museum, restaurants, hotel rooms
25
07 design
development
above: elevation of the velodrome looking
north from storrow drive (content review drawing)
26
2an investigation of tension and compression
in the designing of the ramps in relation to the
compressed velodrome. Fernando Dom
07.1 design: circulation studies 07.2 design: structure studies
The architectural exploration has been defined as the design of a velodrome that will
attempt to rejuvinate the water front and into the city scape of Boston. It is about making
a sports complex that is all about speed and integrate the landscape park to enhance the
essence of the program. One of the primary component is circulation. The ramp system
is a large portion of the circulation system that which begins to imitate the tracks of the
velodrome by peeling off from the surrounding topography. This undulating ramps is
connected all through out the park from the city, which eventually ends at the velodrome's
foyer level. The ramps allows one to enjoy the event of the velodrome by seeing and also
by being the event. The ramps can be habitable. It is also designed to be an outdoor
cycling track for both the athletes and spectators.
The velodrome's juxtapostion withe the public spaces re-examines the space of transition, which is caught in between
the public (spectators) and private (athletes) realm. The design at this point seeks to develop an architecture that func-
tions simultaneously as both an urban connector for public and a localizing element that enables the re-definition of the
movement in free-from landscape. As the ramps imitate the cycling tracks, it has a direct correlation to the velodrome,
yet structurally separate both in form and in materials. The ramps are also a viewing device. Since this site is the
essential Boston's point of arrival and departure, views of inside and outside is a key component to further development
of the thesis.The components of this design are intended to suggest a park that moves, a park that transforms, and a
park that constantly evolves with movement in activities
27
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07.3 design: model
scale at 1" = 80.00'
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07.4 design: content review sections
above: scheme prior to content review (steel truss roof)
30
07.4 design: content review sections
above: longitudinal section looking east
01. charles river
02. olympic veldrome complex
03. ramps
04. landscape berm
05. storrow drive
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above: section looking norh(otn eiwdaig
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above: north elevation (content review drawing)
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08 f inal desi gn
exploration and resolution
34
08.1 building form
below: south elevation view from cambridge
35
fo  m
south elevation 1" = 12.00' (zoomed)
36
01. ramp I (outdoor cycling track, running trail, landscape, &
01 walking trail)
02. ramp II (connector to the velodrome - ends in the
velodrome foyer)
below: elevation showing the public ramps
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concept diagrams
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Interior view from the velodrome foyer
01. velodrome foyer
02. velodrome
07. velodrome foyer glass
01.
02.
03.
velodrome
stair case the ground f
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elevation looking west 1"= 12.00'
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08.2 connections, ramps, and foyer
The connectio between all the components is the primary generator of the design. As all the building program comes
together, I ve addressed the public to the private, how one enters the velodrome. I am proposing a transition hall or
a foye round the velodrome, which then services as lobby space before one enters the velodrome. The foyer will be
glazed all around so that one will be simultaneously aware of the public (park) and the private (velodrome). From
spectators to athletes, I have defined building pieces and places by how people move through the space. On the outside,
the ramp system is the primary circulation device which is then linked to the the surrounding city. On the otherhand, the
foyer is the interior's circulation, which is also then connected from the ramp system.
Runners and bikers who are not planning on entering the velodrome, there will be short cuts from the ramps to explore
other means of circulation. 45
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01. velodrome
02. velodrome lobby program
03. ramps
08.3 Organizations
below: roof Dlan
below: second floor plan below: ground floor plan
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velodrome glazing system
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08.3 Organizations
concept diagrams
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Interior Perspective of
the Velodrome
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section looking east 1" = 12.00'
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08.4 model 09 summary
model scale 1" = 40.00'
My design proposal is a continuing investigation into a process of designing in a b
scale of Boston. The challenge has been to integrate a very precise, speed, and
complex which will be one of the venues for international competitions and make
cityscape which can thus evolve positively whilst respecting the skyline of Boston.
the views in and out to the city. This is a thesis that the forces which were determ
has been a large integration into the design process. The site was chosen after t
program was loosely developed.
Another challenge has been to retain the character and the quality of the larger ur
the busy highways, the surrounding out of scale MGH buildings and apartments,
river. Consequently, I have derived a series of circulation that conveys moveme
views that at large blending in with the scale of sports complex or at the city scale
ramps that brings people in for recreation or spectating a cycling event are conne
it conjures up the notion of push and pull. It provides a sense of transition and tra
moving from one space to another.
Space in the public realm demands architectural attention and definition. My appr
achieve that by escalating the public up and by creating a different sense of groun
moments of cycling of 42 degrees and 13 degrees straight. Having the ramps sur
velodrome and to view both the city and the sports complex from a completely duff
created a dynamic notion of engagement with architecture. That perception that
and evolves at different levels one begins to comprehend the the calmness of th
Je
usy urban
ime driven sports
it part of the
The site provided
ined from the site
ie velodrome
ban environment,
nd the undulating
t and pause for
. The public
cted to the city and
nsformation,
oach was to
d, recalling the
round the
erent stand point
ver so changes
velodrome.
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10.1 image sources
all illustrations and photos are from the author unless otherwise noted
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